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OFFICIAL REPORT

Thirty third day of the Eighth Session of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly

ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Friday, the 27th February, 1959.
The House met at Half Past Eight of the Clock.
(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

Questions and Answers
[ See Part I ]

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

PRIVILEGE MOTIONS

The objectionable remarks of the Minister for Agriculture in a public speech.

The objections: Any breach of privilege notification is given to every body. The Minister for Agriculture (Minister for Agriculture), who lecture on land reforms and some proposals are ill-conceived privilege breaches. Some breaches of privilege cabinet affairs. Some breaches of privilege general discussions. Any breaches of privilege public meeting. Any breaches of privilege motion criminal or semi-criminal is a breach of parliamentary rights assert.
Prevention of Sri S. V. K. Prasad and Sri G. Gopala Reddy by some people from entering into certain parts of their Constituencies.

When discussing the issues, Opposition members demanded that the discussion be restricted. Support was also raised, insisting that certain parliamentary privileges be protected. The Parliamentary Privilege motion was introduced by Mr. S. V. K. Prasad and G. Gopala Reddy representing constituencies where they believe there is a threat of physical prevention against them.

So, I refer to the Privileges Committee, which has already ordered that.

Each depends upon the circumstances of each case.
Announcement from the Chair Re: 27th February, 1959. 203

Govt. Circular to all collectors to couch the intimation of death of M.L. As. in courteous language and a circular by the High Court to all the Magistrates not to send Court notices and summons through the Hon. Speaker.

Sri R. Lakshmi Narasimham Dora (Takkali): Is it in respect of his working in the House or his conduct outside and in the constituency also? Have I to go to the Civil Court saying that an hon. Member in the constituency has not paid over the dues to me, or have I to approach the Privileges Committee?

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE CHAIR RE:

Govt. circular to all collectors to couch the intimation of death of M. L. As. in courteous language and a circular by the High Court to all the Magistrates not to send court notices and summons through the Hon. Speaker.

Interesting instances,

Government has a deal with the Collectors regarding dues. As per instructions Sub Judge has sent notices. Somebody has signed it by order. To the Speaker, please serve the following summons upon a Member. So, I thank the
Announcements from the Chair Rz:

Goverc circular to all collectors to couch the
intimation of death of M.L.As. in courteous
language and a circular by the High Court
to all the Magistrates not to send court
notices and summonses through Hon. Speaker

Cheif Justice for the same.  The same.

One Collector has reported the death of an hon. Member of the House.

"Sri x x x, from x x x Assembly
Constituency died on x x x at about 11 p.m.
at his residence at x x x
(Sd.)

For Collector"

He must say, 'I regret to report the death of x x'.

Chief Secretary has issued a circular to all the Collectors that they should be extremely careful in all these matters. The Circular reads.

"An instance has been brought to the notice of the Government in which while reporting the death of a M.L.A. a District Collector addressed a letter directly to the Honourable Speaker, Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly, baldly stating that "Sri .......... from .......... Assembly Constituency died at such and such place." The letter was typed on a small piece of paper and did not even contain an expression of regret on the death of a popular representative. Besides the letter should not have been addressed direct to the Honourable Speaker when the existing instructions require a report to the Secretary to the Andhra Pradesh State Legislature. The report was badly drafted, lacked due courtesy, and was not even typed on suitable paper.

All Collectors are requested to see that such lapses are not allowed to occur as failure to observe
the due formalities and courtesy may amount to contempt of the House entailing disciplinary action..."
The Chief Secretary has done very well. The dignity of the House has been preserved.

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE RE:
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Ruling from the Chair re:
Publication of certain objectionable report in ‘Deccan Chronicle’ reflecting on the Chair.

ANNOUNCEMENT FROM THE CHAIR re:
‘Quit-Work Day’

Mr. Speaker: I am glad to tell you that so far as this Assembly is concerned, no official or peon or driver has been absent on account of strike. I am glad that the Secretary has been very tactful in this matter. He has managed everything in a tactful manner.

The paper will be responsible. I warn the paper that such things — discontent expressed against the Speaker by members in the lobbies which they have a right.....

I will have to take a severe action against the paper like expelling the Correspondent for sometime and also
brining them to the Privileges Committee.

"But there have been times when his rulings have led to a feeling that he yields to the Ministerial Benches or to certain influential individuals".

To this particular sentence, I take strong objection and warn the Deccan Chronicle paper not to allow such things to be published in their paper. That sentence is:

"There have been times that his rulings have led to a feeling that he leans towards the Ministerial Benches or certain influential individuals"

Sri D. Kondayya Chowdari (Kandukur): You were pleased to say that a Member has a right to criticise the Speaker's Rulings. When a member has exercised his right, is it not the right of the correspondent to report what was said by the Member.

Swatantram is in our House, — our home.
Walk-out by the opposition Members in sympathy with the N.G.Os.

Mr. Speaker: I am not going to allow anybody to speak even for a minute.

(All the members of the Communist Party staged a walkout)

(All the members of the Democratic Party walked out of the House)

(All the members of the Socialist Party staged a walkout)

(All Members belonging to the Independent Group staged a walkout)

Mr. Speaker: I have to censure you if you throw reflections or if you protest against the ruling of the Speaker. I have a right to ask. Please sit down.
Sri S.V.K. Krishnavataram: I am sorry Sir, it is not a ruling but . . .

Mr. Speaker: I am not going to allow you to speak. Will you please sit down?

S.V.K. Krishnavataram: It is not proper to throttle down a protest on a point of order from a member of the House. I am submitting that with all respect... ...

Mr. Speaker: If you say it is a protest, I have to censure you.

Sri S.V.K. Krishnavataram: We shall see that. May I invite the Speaker's attention....

Mr. Speaker: If you say you are going to see, I shall have to see about it now itself.

(The members of the Praja Party then staged a walk out)

GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE BUDGET FOR 1959-60

27th February, 1959.

...
General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

27th February, 1959

The members of the House, after considering the Budget presented, expressed their views. Experiment was suggested in the Budget to increase the revenue. Some members felt that the Budget should not be discussed in this House.

Some members suggested that the Budget should be discussed in more detail, but others disagreed. The Opposition leader, Mr. Pay Committee, opposed the Budget and abstained from voting. The Opposition leader also dissented from the Budget and approved it. Mr. Pay Committee also walkouted of the House.

Recently, the N. E. S. Scheme was introduced and the C. D. Scheme was discussed. Both schemes are expected to benefit the state.

Yours sincerely,
[Signature]
On a point of order, Sir, are these articles of use? They are also articles of use. So, is it necessary to have such articles? Sir, I would like to know.
General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

27th February, 1959

M.L.As have raised "untouchable" and "untouchable caste" matters. A few questions were raised by the Members of the minority parties regarding the salaries of the Members. The Chairman added a few words in response. The Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members. The Chairman replied that the Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members. The Chairman concluded that the Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members. The Chairman responded that the Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members. The Chairman replied that the Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members. The Chairman concluded that the Members have raised the question of the salaries of the Members.

Sri D. Kondayya Chowdari: On a Point of Order Sir, we have been hearing for a long time from the hon. Member from Vizagapatam a series of reflections upon the conduct of the Members here. Is it in order?

Mr. Speaker: It is in order.

The Chief Minister (Sri N. Sanjeeva Reddy): I am glad Mr. Kondayya Chowdary has taken upon his shoulders the effective representation of the opposition.


M. G. V. Rao: Next point of order.


On a point of clarification, Sir. could the Hon'ble Member explain about the need for an extra supervisor in regard to the resolution passed in the Assembly. It was stated that a delicate mention in regard to the resolution would be relevant for the next point of discussion.

The Hon'ble Member: The Hon'ble Member stated that a delicate mention in regard to the resolution would be relevant for the next point of discussion. However, there was discussion about the need for an extra supervisor in regard to the resolution passed in the Assembly.

Irrigation Department's resolution was passed in the Assembly, viz. regarding the need for an extra supervisor. P.W.D. member had requested the government to consider the need for an extra supervisor. It was mentioned that there were already various officials assigned to the project, but there was a need for a separate supervisor to ensure the smooth functioning of the project. The government had agreed to consider the request and conduct an experiment.
General discussion on the Budget for 1959–60
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Prohibition

Prohibition in the form of a ban or total prohibition is a matter of concern. The prohibition of the sale of alcohol is a complex issue that involves not only the social and moral aspects but also the economic implications of liquor production and the alcohol industry. The imposition of prohibition has implications for various stakeholders, including farmers, who rely on the liquor industry for income, and the government, which loses revenue from alcohol taxation. The discussion on prohibition should consider the broader implications for social harmony, public health, and economic stability.
Prohibition

27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the
Budget for 1959–60
General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.
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...
27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the Budget for 1959–60

The Hon’ble Member: I have no doubt that the House will endorse the Budget proposal for 1959–60 which has been presented. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has presented the Budget and I think it is a very good Budget. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for monetising the budgetary resources for development work. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for developing the country and the budget is for developing the economy of the country. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for developing the country and the budget is for developing the economy of the country.

As social welfare, the House has spoken. I think it is a very good Budget. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for monetising the budgetary resources for development work. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for developing the country and the budget is for developing the economy of the country.

Construction and repairs of buildings for 1958–59 and 1959–60. Repairs have already been sanctioned.

Maintenance of hostels has been sanctioned for 1958–59 and 1959–60. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for monetising the budgetary resources for development work. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for developing the country and the budget is for developing the economy of the country.

As other grants, the Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for monetising the budgetary resources for development work. The Hon’ble Member of the Finance Department has said that the budget is for developing the country and the budget is for developing the economy of the country.
Construction and repairs of wells and burial grounds for Scheduled Castes 1958-59 Rs 7,18,000 budgeted 1959-60 Rs 8,68,000 actualised.

Grants towards the cost of acquisition of house sites for Adi-Dravidas 1958-59 Rs 2,80,000 budgeted 1959-60 Rs 6,80,000 actualised.

Social welfare reserved seats general seats. Students selections reserved seats general seats. Justice Subba Rao reserved seats general seats. 1957-58 reserved seats general seats 5% marks reserved seats general seats.
27th February, 1959.
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General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

27th February, 1959.

Prohibition has been a controversial issue in recent years. The question of whether or not to renew the prohibition act was a matter of debate among politicians. The prohibition act has been in effect for 27 years, and it has caused many challenges and controversies. The government has recently announced new rules to regulate the sale of alcohol.

In the past 27 years, there have been many violations of the rules. The government has taken measures to enforce the rules, and if the rules are not followed, severe penalties will be imposed. The government has also announced new rules to make the enforcement of the prohibition act easier.

The government has also announced new rules to make it easier for the enforcement of the prohibition act. The rules will be implemented to ensure that the prohibition act is followed in a more effective manner.
27th February, 1959.  

General discussion on the 

Budget for 1959–60.
General discussion on the
Budget for 1959–60

27th February, 1959

Mr. Speaker: Please sit down.

H.Q: పదం. స్పేస్ స్పేస్ (దీనిని పోగడా): అతితో ఇతిహాసం చెబుతున్న దోషాలు సంయోగాలను నాటికి నిషేధం చేసేనా. అందా ఈ దోషాలను ప్రతిముంచే సంయోగాలను నాటికి నిషేధం చేసేనా. 

... మరియు వివరాలు సంయోగాలను నాటి నిషేధం చేసేనా. 1957-58 సంయోగాలు సంయోగాలు వివరాలు సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. మరియు 1958-59 సంయోగాలు సంయోగాలు వివరాలు సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. అందుకే ఈ సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. మరియు ఇది సంయోగ నిషేధం చేసేనా. కాబట్టు దోషాలు సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. 1959 సంయోగాలు సంయోగాల వివరాలు సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. మరియు ఈ సంయోగాల నిషేధం చేసేనా. మరియు ఇది సంయోగ నిషేధం చేసేనా.
27th February, 1959,
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"ಬೂದ್ದು ಅನುಭವಿಸಿರುವವರು ಅತ್ಯಂತ ಪ್ರಯತ್ನಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ." ಹೊಂದೆ ಉದ್ದೇಶಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ಇದು ಒಂದು ರೂಪದ ಅನುಭವವನ್ನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ನೀಗರ ಉದ್ದೇಶಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಇದು ಒಂದು ರೂಪದ ಅನುಭವವನ್ನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ನೀಗರ ಉದ್ದೇಶಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ.
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"ಬೂದ್ದು ಅನುಭವಿಸಿರುವವರು ಅತ್ಯಂತ ಪ್ರಯತ್ನಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ." ಹೊಂದೆ ಉದ್ದೇಶಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ಇದು ಒಂದು ರೂಪದ ಅನುಭavorsi2023-05-06T23:45:42+00:00
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దాని ప్రత్యేకంగా సులభాలేనిది. కాని అదే విషయానికి సమాధానానికి సాధారణంగా కనబడింది. మనం మోస్తు పూర్వీకుడు రాష్ట్రం లోపం గాని మనం వైపుకు ఉంచాలన్నా. కాని మాత్రమే వాస్తవంగా భావించవలసిరుది. భారతదేశం అధ్యక్షత నిలువుగా మనం ప్రత్యేకంగా ప్రతినిధిత్వం చేయడానికి మిగిలి పను చేసుకుని వచ్చింది. ఎందుకండా రాశాలేదించాలని మనం ఏర్పడాలి. మన సమాధానం సాధారణ అదే సమయంలో కాపట్టడానికి మిగిలి పను చేసుకుని వచ్చింది. ప్రతినిధిత్వం సాధారణ ప్రతి ప్రాంతం జరంగా అంచనా కాపట్టడానికి మిగిలి పను చేసుకుని వచ్చింది.

మొదటిసారి, నిర్ధారయ్యను అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలుసుకుని తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు. మేల్స్త్రస్తు అంతే అతినమిన జిమ్స్మిట్ ని నిర్ధారయ్యను ఎంచుకుని అధికారిత్వ సమితిలో తెలిపు.
General discussion on the Budget for 1959–60.

27th February, 1959.

...
General discussion on the 
Budget for 1939–40

Socialist N.G.O.s dismissed

Socialist N.G.O.s dismissed by the Government. The question of dismissing the Socialist N.G.O.s was discussed. The argument was that the Socialist N.G.O.s were interfering in the affairs of the Government. The Government decided to dismiss the Socialist N.G.O.s.
General discussion on the Budget for 1959–60

27th February, 1959
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In my capacity as member of the Committee, I had the opportunity to study the Budget for 1959–60. I must say that the Budget is both balanced and realistic. It is based on realistic targets set for the year and the projections made are based on a thorough analysis of the economic situation. The Budget is designed to meet the needs of the country both in the short and long term.

In my view, the Budget is well thought out and the measures proposed are likely to have a positive impact on the economy. The Budget provides for increased expenditure on infrastructure, education, health and social welfare. It is also aimed at reducing poverty and improving the standard of living of the people.

I would like to commend the Government for its efforts to promote industrial development. The Budget provides for increased investment in the industrial sector, which is expected to create new employment opportunities and contribute to the economic growth of the country.

Overall, I am confident that the Budget will achieve its objectives and will contribute to the development of the country.
27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the
Budget for 1959-60

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಥೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಠೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಠೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಠೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಠೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.

N. G. O.  ಇಯಸಿ ಹಂತೆಮ.  ಮತ್ತು ಇತರ ಸಂಸ್ಠೆಗಳ ಕೆಲವನೇಯ ಸದಸ್ಯರ ಬಣ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಿಭಾಷೆ ನಿರ್ಧರಿಸಿದರು.
General discussion on the
Budget for 1959–60.

27th February, 1939.

N. G. O. & Political parties interfere in
the appointment of Lower
and Upper Division Clerks.

Political Parties interfere
in the appointment of Lower
and Upper Division Clerks.
General discussion on the
Budget for 1959–60.

(Extracts from the proceedings of the budget session.)

27th February, 1959.

[Discussion on the Budget for 1959–60.]
General discussion on the 27th February, 1959
Budget for 1959-60.

...
Budjettu sahasra 1959-60 (బడిపోయిన సాధ్యమైన పరిమాణం) ;

అధికారి. 1959-60

ముఖ్యంగా శాతాలు సంపాదించిన పరిమాణం సంబంధించిన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలలో ఈ సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం కొరకు ఏమైనా సంచాలన పరిమాణం 

Budget కొరకు ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం ముఖ్యంపది పరిమాణం 

General discussion on the
Budget for 1959-60

27th February, 1959.

Budget 1959-60. Sirs, 30, 40 thousand crores of rupees is being proposed in the budget. The first Finance Commission for the year 1959-60 had suggested a budget for 1959-60. The second Finance Commission had recommended a budget for 1960-61. The budget for 1959-60 has been framed in the light of the recommendations of the second Finance Commission. The budget has been framed keeping in mind the economic situation of the country. The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country.

The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country. The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country. The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country.

The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country. The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country.

The budget for 1959-60 has been framed with a view to accelerate the economic development of the country.
27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60

Pay Committee recommendations

Pay Committee report

Retired government servants 400 and above, who retired after 1947.

Stage 42-54 to 25-30, basic pay to 60. 60 to 90.

Pay Committee report.

Untrained teacher scale 42-54 to 25-30.
General discussion on the
Budget for 1959–60

27th February, 1959
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Member 20th, Registrar of Births, Marriages and Deaths in office 6th as attender, on L. D. C., and U. D. C. respectively. Pay Committee recommendation gratefully received as a whole 182 recommendations. The Hon'ble...
27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

average cost is श्रेणीता. तट या व्याख्या ४.३२५ अर्थात ५३.५९% cost में संबंधित विषय ४.३२५ अर्थात ५३.५९% cost में आहेत. असे average cost देखतो १६२ वर्षांत तयारप्रकारे ६०० ५३.५९%.

department या राज्यातील १६२ वर्षांत म्हणजेच ७५० वर्षांत तयारप्रकारे देखतो. असे वांचते व्याख्या नेहमीह म्हणजेच देखतो. असे वांचते व्याख्या नेहमीह म्हणजेच देखतो.

Board of Revenue या ४० वर्षात र एन. जो ५० हे तयारप्रकारे देखतो. असे Pay Committee report या १.३४ लाखात संबंधित जगांत विषयात. त्यात अद्यावधीत म्हणजेच राज्यातील व्याख्या. असे वांचते व्याख्या नेहमीह म्हणजेच देखतो. असे वांचते व्याख्या नेहमीह म्हणजेच देखतो. असे Pay Committee तयारप्रकारे देखतो. असे Pay Committee तयारप्रकारे देखतो.
Pay Committee on 27th February, 1959

27th February, 1959

General discussion on the Budget for 1959–60

Pay Committee on 27th February, 1959. The discussion on the Budget for 1959–60 was held on 27th February, 1959. The Chairman, Mr. C. V. Raman, presided over the meeting. The Finance Minister, Mr. M. Viswanath, presented the Budget for 1959–60. The discussion was held in the presence of members of the Finance Committee, the Economic Advisory Council, and other invited guests. The discussion was conducted in a respectful and professional manner, with each speaker contributing to the debate. The Budget for 1959–60 was debated extensively, with members raising various issues and concerns. The discussion was concluded with a vote of thanks to the Finance Minister for his presentation and the discussions that followed. The meeting was adjourned at 12 noon.
27th February, 1959

General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

[Text in Kannada]
General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60
27th February, 1939

...conditions, etc. A conference was held to discuss these matters. The conference decided to recommend pending...
27th February, 1959.

General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60

The Minister for Finance, Mr. A.K. Gevaval, presented the Budget for 1959-60. In his speech, he highlighted the need for increased expenditure on social welfare, education, and health. He mentioned the allocation of funds for the electrification of rural areas, the provision of scholarships to students, and the expansion of health facilities.

Mr. A.K. Gevaval also discussed the importance of the double taxation law and the amendments made to it. He pointed out the challenges faced by the government in maintaining fiscal stability and the need for prudent financial planning.

(Smt. T. Lakshmikanthamma in the Chair)

The Minister for Finance, Mr. A.K. Gevaval, presented the Budget for 1959-60. In his speech, he highlighted the need for increased expenditure on social welfare, education, and health. He mentioned the allocation of funds for the electrification of rural areas, the provision of scholarships to students, and the expansion of health facilities.

Mr. A.K. Gevaval also discussed the importance of the double taxation law and the amendments made to it. He pointed out the challenges faced by the government in maintaining fiscal stability and the need for prudent financial planning.

(Smt. T. Lakshmikanthamma in the Chair)

The Minister for Finance, Mr. A.K. Gevaval, presented the Budget for 1959-60. In his speech, he highlighted the need for increased expenditure on social welfare, education, and health. He mentioned the allocation of funds for the electrification of rural areas, the provision of scholarships to students, and the expansion of health facilities.

Mr. A.K. Gevaval also discussed the importance of the double taxation law and the amendments made to it. He pointed out the challenges faced by the government in maintaining fiscal stability and the need for prudent financial planning.

(Smt. T. Lakshmikanthamma in the Chair)

The Minister for Finance, Mr. A.K. Gevaval, presented the Budget for 1959-60. In his speech, he highlighted the need for increased expenditure on social welfare, education, and health. He mentioned the allocation of funds for the electrification of rural areas, the provision of scholarships to students, and the expansion of health facilities.

Mr. A.K. Gevaval also discussed the importance of the double taxation law and the amendments made to it. He pointed out the challenges faced by the government in maintaining fiscal stability and the need for prudent financial planning.

(Smt. T. Lakshmikanthamma in the Chair)

The Minister for Finance, Mr. A.K. Gevaval, presented the Budget for 1959-60. In his speech, he highlighted the need for increased expenditure on social welfare, education, and health. He mentioned the allocation of funds for the electrification of rural areas, the provision of scholarships to students, and the expansion of health facilities.

Mr. A.K. Gevaval also discussed the importance of the double taxation law and the amendments made to it. He pointed out the challenges faced by the government in maintaining fiscal stability and the need for prudent financial planning.
General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60.

27th February, 1959

...
27th February, 1959

General discussion on the Budget for 1959-60

control, taxation, accounts, N.G.Os, estimates, budget for 1959-60, pay committee, step, expenditure, income, taxation, accounts committee report, estimate committee report.
General discussion on the Budget for 1949

Planning Commission

Development Board
General discussion on the
Budget for 1959-60.

Electricity

allotment

surcharges

The N.G.O.  of  1959  has  been  approved  the  following  budget:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General  Activities</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational  Program</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical  Services</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social  Services</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The  budget  is  presented  as  follows:

General  Activities:  $10,000

Educational  Program:  $5,000

Medical  Services:  $3,000

Social  Services:  $2,000

The  budget  is  to  be  submitted  to  the  board  of  directors  for  approval.

Makthal  Gener
27th February 1959  
General discussion on the  
Budget for 1959-60

தமிழில் ஓவிய தினசரியாக, ஒரு கோழி புரட்சி நேரடை செய்ய வேண்டும் கூற்றுகள் குறிப்பிட்டுக் கொள்ளலாம். இத்தகைய செயற்கை பண்பாடுகள் பெற்று இஸ்வேலியா, டைனமான மற்றும் வல்லூர் போன்ற நகரங்களில் பிறகு வைத்துவிட்டுள்ளது. இயங்குகின்ற கல்வி நிறுவனங்கள் வழங்கும் கல்வி நிறுவனங்களின் நிறுவனத் தலைமை விளைவாக இயங்குகின்றது. எனவே கல்வி நிறுவன வழங்கும் கல்வி நிறுவனங்களின் போது தொடர்ந்து வரும் வழங்கலின் நிறுவனத் தலைமையின் விளைவாக இயங்குகின்றது. எனவே supply தினசரியாக நல்ல தொடர்ச்சி கொண்டுள்ளது. இது உண்டு என்பது வழங்கும் பொழுது காணப்படும் மாதிரி பார்வையில் இருந்து வரும் பொழுது வருவாறு, எவ்விது நேரத்தில் எவர் வழங்கும் கல்வி நிறுவனம் வழங்கும் பொழுது வரும் வழங்கலின் நிறுவனத் தலைமையின் விளைவாக இயங்குகின்றது. எனவே நல்ல தொடர்ச்சியே வழங்கும் வழங்கல் நிறுவனங்களில் அடங்கியுள்ளது.

நோய்ப்பிறப்பு போன்ற நோய்கள் எடுக்கும் காலத்தில் ம. 10/- என்பது இந்து நோய்கள் எடுக்கும் காலத்தில் விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கப்படும். சிற்று மருத்துவக் காலத்தில் வேறு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே நன்மையான நோய்கள் எடுக்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். நில காலத்தில் சிறுமி, பாறையோ ஆகும் நோய்களை வழங்கப்படும். எனவே பரிந்து செல்ல வல்லார், வருகிறது என்ன என்று கீழே காணப்படும் நோய்கள் எடுக்கும் காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே நோய்கள் எடுக்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும்.

எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும். எனவே விளக்கத்துக்கு வழங்கும் காலத்தில் ஒரு காலத்தில் வழங்கப்படும்.
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Joint and Co-operative farming is one of the major aspects of the Fifth Five-Year Plan. The Co-operative Societies are expected to make a significant contribution towards the development of joint and co-operative farming. The Co-operative Societies have been working towards this goal by providing financial assistance and by organizing training programmes for farmers. The potential of joint and co-operative farming is enormous and it is hoped that with proper planning and implementation, the benefits of this system will be felt by the farmers.

The discussion on the budget for 1959–60 has been marked by a number of important issues. The focus has been on the development of infrastructure, agriculture, and education. The government has emphasized the need for investment in these sectors to ensure economic growth and development.

The budget has been presented in the form of a comprehensive document that covers all the major issues and challenges facing the country. It is hoped that this budget will provide a solid foundation for the development of the country in the coming years.

In conclusion, the budget for 1959–60 is a significant step towards the development of the country. It is hoped that with proper implementation, the goals set in the budget will be achieved and the country will continue to move forward towards a brighter future.
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ನಾಥ. ನಾಳ ವಾಸ್ತವವಾದ ಹೇಳೆಂದರೆ, ಇದರ ಸಂಖ್ಯೆ ನೀಡಿದರೆ ಚೆಳಮಾಡಬೇಕು. ಎಂದರೆ ಸಂಖ್ಯೆಯ ಸಾಧನವು ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ, ಅನೇಕ ಪ್ರಾಂಶ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. 'ನಾಳ' ವಾಸ್ತವಕ್ಕೆ ಸಮಾಧಾನವೆಂದರೆ, ಅನೇಕ ಪ್ರಾಂಶಗಳನ್ನು ಹೊಂದಿದ್ದಾನೆ, ಅವನು ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ನೆಮ್ಮ ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ, ಅವನು ಅಷ್ಟೇ ಇದೆ. ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಇದು ನಾವು ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ.  ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. 7 ಸಂಖ್ಯೆಯಾಗಿದ್ದು ಇದೆ. ಇದೆ ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಇದು ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ.  ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ.  ಸರ್ಕಾರದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಸೇರಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರುತ್ತದೆ.
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The Hon'ble Minister, Mr. Lal Bahadur Shastri in his Budget speech referred to the need for improving the efficiency of irrigation, particularly minor irrigation. He mentioned that the minor irrigation conference in 1956 had suggested measures for improving technical services and signing of project agreements. The conference also recommended the establishment of a minor irrigation board to handle minor irrigation projects. The Hon'ble Minister also mentioned that the Government had taken steps to implement these recommendations. The Hon'ble Minister further mentioned that the Government had also taken steps to improve the efficiency of irrigation by providing better technical services.
Budget Estimates ಎಂಬ ಪದಗಳ ಮೇಲೆ ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಕ್ರೈಸ್ಟ್‌ಮೇಸ್ಸ್ ಟೂರುಗಳನ್ನು ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಏಡಿ ನಂತರ ಪ್ರತಿ ವರ್ಷ ತಮ್ಮ ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಪೋಷನ್ ಮಾಡುತ್ತದೆ. ಮುಂದಿನ ವರ್ಷದ ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಪೋಷನ್ ಬುಡ್ಡೀ ಪೋಷನ್ ನಿರ್ಣಯದ ಮೇಲೆ ನೀಡಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. Budget Estimates ಎಂಬ ಪದಗಳ ಮೇಲೆ ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಕ್ರೈಸ್ಟ್‌ಮೇಸ್ಸ್ ಟೂರುಗಳನ್ನು ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಏಡಿ ನಂತರ ಪ್ರತಿ ವರ್ಷ ತಮ್ಮ ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಪೋಷನ್ ಮಾಡುತ್ತದೆ. ಮುಂದಿನ ವರ್ಷದ ಬ್ಯಾಡೆಲ್ ಪೋಷನ್ ಬುಡ್ಡೀ ಪೋಷನ್ ನಿರ್ಣಯದ ಮೇಲೆ ನೀಡಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.
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(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

As the House has already been informed, the G.O. No. 253 is to have retrospective effect till 1958, which was an era of economic depression and financial stringency. In 1958, the Public Expenditure Policy Annual Statement and other Budgetary measures proved to be highly successful. The budgetary measures were retrospective in 1957-58 and 1958-59. The government has not only eliminated the existing arrears, but also has been able to pay the arrears satisfactorily, and at the end of March 1959, the government had paid all the arrears amounting to Rs. 25.75 lakhs.

N.G.O. cells have been set up in all the districts. The N.G.O. cells were formed by the Pay Committee and have been functioning satisfactorily.

The House has also been informed about the completion of the new Secretariat building.
27th February, 1959.
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ఎందుకు వారి సంభాషణ కమిటీలో అంతర్భాగం పడడానికి వారి ప్రతిభ పరిస్థితులు కావకాలాచే నిలిచాం. ఇరాణి కాలంలో నుండి క్రమేష్టిత తూర్పు పరిస్థితులు ఉండును. కాబట్టి ఇది పిల్లల రాయలు నిలిచశార్ల్ విధానం కావకాలాచే నిలిచాం. లోకాధికారిక పరిస్థితులు ఏ ప్రతిభను ఉండును. లోకాధికారిక పరిస్థితులు ఏ ప్రతిభను ఉండును.

మనం మరియు భారతదేశంలో ప్రతిభ పరిస్థితులు ఉండే కాకతా యొకి మాత్రమే పరిస్థితులు ఉండును. ఇది పరిస్థితులు ఉండును. ఇది పరిస్థితులు ఉండును. ఇది పరిస్థితులు ఉండును. ఇది పరిస్థితులు ఉండును.
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The House then adjourned till Half Past Eight of the Clock on Saturday, the 28th February, 1959